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LAS VEGAS SHOOTING SURVIVORS RECEIVE FREE HEALING CRUISE TO
EUROPE FROM VANTAGE DELUXE WORLD TRAVEL
(For Immediate Release)
Boston, MA. Vantage Deluxe World Travel, the world-renowned tour operator headquartered
in Boston, is proud to honor 40 survivors of the deadly Las Vegas shooting tragedy with a free,
all-inclusive 8-day European cruise along the Rhine River through majestic Germany with key
stops in the historic cities of Bamberg and Heidelberg from November 5 to November 13,
2018. The complimentary cruise is part of Vantage Deluxe World Travel’s Vantage Heroes
Program, which honors heroes across the United States and around the world who inspire us
with their spirit.
Fifty-eight people were shot and killed and hundreds more wounded in the October 2017
tragedy. The voyage is specially designed to provide the survivors an opportunity to bond,
honor the memory of loved ones and to share common healing experiences. Survivors will be
traveling from Las Vegas, California and Utah.
“My heart is full and my gratitude to Vantage Travel is hard to describe,” said shooting survivor
Julie Dove of Mission Viejo, California. “They've reminded me that there is a lot of good in the
world and I'm looking so forward to connecting with everyone on the trip and finally being able
to slow down and relax.”
“I am blessed and grateful to have the opportunity to experience this trip and to see things I
wouldn’t have been able to, said shooting survivor Dominica Zeolla of Santa Clarita, California.
“Thank you Vantage.”
“I am excited to meet other survivors, strengthen the bond I already have with others, and
explore beautiful Germany together,” said shooting survivor Erin DeRusha of Temecula,
California.
“It’s our true honor to support these amazing people,” said Nicole Fusaro, Director of the
Vantage Heroes Program. “They have suffered tremendous losses and our mission is to provide
them with a unique and restorative opportunity to share their strength with one another in one
of the most beautiful places in the world.”
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The Vantage Heroes Program, an extension of the Vantage Foundation, provides these Heroes
with free travel opportunities so they may leave their everyday cares behind, and enjoy the
healing power of travel. Previous cruises have been offered to survivors of the Boston
Marathon Bombings, 9/11 and United 93 families, and those who lost loved ones in the
devastating Yarnell Hill wildfire in 2013.
For more information visit: https://www.vantagetravel.com/vantage-cares/vantage-heroes
About Vantage Deluxe World Travel:

Vantage Deluxe World Travel is a world-renowned deluxe tour operator known for delivering
the best values in deluxe land, river, and small ship travel. The company owns and operates its
own fleet of luxurious river cruise ships that sail the Rhine, Danube, Main, Moselle and Seine
rivers; and also exclusively charters ships in Europe, Asia, and South America. Vantage’s
Adventures brand offers deluxe land and small ship journeys in North and South America,
Africa, Europe and the Mediterranean, Asia, and the South Pacific.
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